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• Decision 88 05 075 MAY 251988-
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• 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFO~A 

In the Matter of the Application ) 
of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON ) 
COMPANY (U 333-E) for Authority to, ) 
Enter Into a Spot Pricing Amendment ) 
to an Existing contract With. TAMCO. ) 

---------------) ) 
In the Matter of the Application ) 
of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON ) 
COMPANY (U 338-E) for Authority to ) 
Enter Into a Spot Pricing Amendment ) 
to an Existing Contract with Air ) 
Products. ) 

-------------------------------) 

Application 88-04-048 
(Filea April l4, 1988) 

Application 88-04-056 
(Filecl.April 19-, 1988) 

I. Introduction and Procedural History 

These companion expedited applications by Southern 
califorrJ.ia Edison Company (Edison) request conunission authorization' 
to- ente~ into spot pricing amendments Camendments) to existinq , 
contracts for electric. service with TAMCO' and' with Air Proclucts anct 

Chemicals,. Inc. (Air Products). The amendments would encouraqe 
TAMCO and Air Products to increase purchases of nonfirm electric 
enerqr on-peak at a discounted variable 'rate durinq the swnmer198S 
billing period, June 5 through october. 2','1988. This on-peak , 
electric energy would not otherwise be purchased by~AMC~ sinee 
normal on-peak pricing is alleged to, be uneconomic in producing -
reinforcing steel using electric . arc.' turnaces.. Similarly; most of '; 
this on-peak electric energy. would not otherwise be purchased, by 

• i • 

Air Products since normal on-peak prieinq is alleged to be .". :. , 

uneconomie in operatinq its- cryogenic air separation f'acility in El, 
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Segundo to produce gases such as oxygen ana nitrogen. Onder 
current pricing, Air Products would be expected to continue to 
decrease its on-peak usage substantially as it recently has done.' 

The applications are made under the expedited application 
docket (EAO) procedure adopted by Resolution ALJ~159 on June 15; 

1987. The EAD procedure is to be used tor utility requests tor 
approval of special service contracts. The procedure is desiq,ned 
to provide broader participation and a more tormal review than is 
available under the Advice Letter procedure, but with a decision to 
be reached in approximately the same time trame ~ The EAD· was 
originally ltmited to special service contraet~ orrered to prevent 
individual customers from bypassing the gas or electric utility or , 
to prevent reduced requirements due to tuel switching. Decision 
(D.) 88-03-008 in I.86-10-001 (the 3-R's. proceeding) subsequently 
provided more detail on tiling requirements and· also. expanded the 
applicability of the EAD procedure to· include all special 
contracts, including those' for incremental sales.. These current 
applications deal with incremental sales. 

A workshop was duly noticed and held· on May 16, 1988 as a" 
result of a protest by the Natura1 Resources: Detense council, 
(NRDC) .. The NRDC protest is against -both the TAMCO and the Air 
Products amendments and· questions' Edison's compliance with ,', 
D.88-03-008 with regard to the ,menu or conservation options .. 
required to be made available to :the customers. The Division of, 
Ratepayer Advocates (DRA) furnished comments in support of the 
TAMCO amendment~ No' requests ·for evidentiary hearings were 
received· on either application. 

At the workshop, Mr.. Ralph cavanagh represented NROC and ' 
withdrew the protest with reqard to both amendments, indicating,,' 
that NRDC is. satisfied with. Edison's .committment to conservation 
generally and that the sbort duration of these amendments makes the: 
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conservation options essentially unavailable. NRDC nevertheless 
intends to actively participate in future applications under the 

EAD procedure. 
Onder the EAD procedure, in addition to meetinq the usual 

requirements of the Rules of Practice and Procedure, the 
requirements. of Appendix A of Resolution AIJ-~S9 and D.S3-03-00$: 
must be met. We will address the siqnificant applicable 
requirements individually in this order. Since the tw~ 
applications are closely related and substantially similar, they 
are consolidated in this opinion. Our discussion will relate to 
both, unless otherwise indicated. 

The requirementslquidelines that must be met in order tor 
the applications to qualify for accelerated review are listed 
below. 

Floor Price 
Enerqy Component 
Transmission and' Distribution (1'&0) Component 
Generation Component 

Minumum CUstomer Size 
Maximum Term 
Rate Structure 
Conservation Options 

We will discuss the applications in terms of the individual 
quidelines to be followed by a section that discusses our overall 
findinqs reqarciinq the applications when considered as a whole. 

xx. Guideline~ 

A. 1-.100:':; Price 
The floor price must consist of (A)" anenerqy component, " 

(S), a 1'&0 component, ancl (C) r a qeneration, component .. 
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ORA did not evaluate the individual components of price 
in detail, but rather based its conclusion on the overall effective 
rate. We will review the other rate components relative to the 
requirements of 0.88-03-008 and then will consider the overall 
effect of the amendments rates. 

1. Energy CqIponent 
The energy component must be based on the energy prices 

in Standard Offer No.1 (SO' #'1), and be time differentiated ... 
SCE states that the minimum rate under the- amendments is 

initially 75% higher than the SO 11 energy cost on-peak of 4¢/kWh. 

If either a high energy cost or low spinninq reserve condition 
exists, a higher alternative rate applies. A high energy cost 
condition exists when Edison's on-peak avoided or marginal energy 
cost exceeds S¢/kWh. The rate is. then tied to- the on-peak. marginal: 
energy cost plus 3¢/kWb. contribution to margin. 'l'hemarginal 
energy cost is the higher of Edison's currently pUblished avo.lded 
energy cost, the energy cost' of a',combustion turbine required to' 
meet system load, or the incremental real-t'ime cost of purchased' 
power. These provisions allow Edison to· recover the additional 
costs if fuel or pu~chased power costs associated with incremental 
on-peak sales increase substantially. 

A low spinning reserve condition exists when Edison's 
spinning reserves are below seven and one-half percent. under this 
condition, Edison may charge the currently effective on-peak ~er9'Y: 
charges under Schedule No. I-S (I-S), Rate A, in effectel:i:minating'1: 
the lower Spot Priein9'~ Amendment (SPA) rate .. 

ORA does not agree that the energy rate is 7St above 
SO #1 but does believe that the margin contribution overall is 
positive and sutficienttor the short, duration of this'contract. 

We conclude that the energy eomp'onent is reasonable tor· 
Edison's ratepayers since it is priced hig-her than SO 11 energy 

... > 

prices and has provisions to insure a positive contribution to·. 
margin under all reasonably predictable operating conditions • 
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2.. :tiD COmponent 
The 'r&D component is intended to recove.r the reasonable 

portion of costs attributable to the contract. The Commission in. 
0.83-03-008 ordered that the T&O component be based on the marginal 
T&O cost determined in the most recent qeneral rate case (GRe). In 
addition, contracts for incremental sales that cause a need for 
modification ot the '1'&0 system or acceleration ot the planned 
i~provement$ should recover an appropriate measure ot those 
increased costs. 

Edison recommends that the Commission use non-coincident 
'1'&0 costs tor TAMCO, which they allege ,to. be 0 .. 4¢/kWh,Dasedon the 
premise that the interruptible 'feature should exempt, ,these 
amenaments tromcoincident '1'&0 costs. In addition, since the 
on-peak demand eliqible tor SPA pricing may not exceed the higber 
of the average demand in the mid-peak or oft-peak. period,. the 
amenaments will not likely cause increased on-peak clemand but 
rather will result in relatively flat: demand during all '1'0'0' 

, '.' 

periods. As a result,. Edison recommends that no moditication to. 
the T&O system is neeclecl. 

We conclude that use ot non-coincident '1'&0 costs 
satisfies the requirements tor the ,reasonsstatecl by Edison .. No 
improvements to T&O should be necessary as a result of the
amendments .. 

3. §gneration Cowp9nent 

The generation component is a demand cost ,that must be 
based on Edison's SO #1 capacity~rice,.includinq adjustments based 
on its most recent Energy Reliability Index: (ERI). 

Edison believes that since they,' involve interruptible 
power, the amendments should not'have- generation components .. We 
note that -under: I~5, which' is inte~pt1ble,. demand, charges: apply 

, . . , 

to. all '1'00' periods. Edison explains that this is due to., clifferent, 
rate design structure .. The total rates under 1-5 are ,similar to 
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the amendment rates, a),though the I-50 energy rate is consid.erably 
lower than the amendment energy rate. 

In this particular factual situation we are more 
concerned. with overall effective ratC$ rather than the individual 
components primarily because of the very short-term nature of these 
contracts. We agree that considering the rate structure of the 
amendments, no demand or generation component is appropriate. 

In sUlIImary, the amendments' minimum rate of 7¢/'kYth 
consists. of the following components.:· 

Energy Cost - 4,. O¢ /kWh 
T&D Cost • 0.4¢/kWh. 
Contribution to: Margin • 2, 6¢lkIDl 
Total Minimum Rate··7.0¢/kWh 

B. Jlinimum custOJDer Size . 
The contract must be entered. into with a customer with a 

demand of 1,000 kW or qreater. 'TAHCO has a base demand exceeding 
50 megawatts (MW) or 50,000 leW, While Air Products has a base 
demand exceeding 17 MW or 17,000 kW, therefore both amendments 
satisfy the minimum customer.sizequalification. 
c. JIaXiJmm Term· 

The term of contract for incremental sales must not 
exceed three years. These amendments have terms of slightly less 
than four months,. and therefore meet this qualification;. 
D. Bate Design 

The ·contract must contain'similar clitterentia1s between 
on- and off-peak rates as in the otherwise applicable TOcr tariffs. 
SCheclule I-5· otherwise applies and has, siqnificant rate 
differentiation between TOt7periods. The amendments do not have 
rate differentials as such since tbeydeal only with incremental, 
sales on-peak. Edison states that Since. the alDendment, rates areas ,_ 
high as the customers can pay r the sma,l'l differential between those 
rates (on-peak) and the schedule I~5- mid-peak rate is. justified.-
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The amendments have terms intended to protect aqainst 
increasing on-peak demand by shifting demand from other TOO 
periods. The amendment rates apply to demand that cannot exceed 
the highest demand during the other '1'00 periods. The expected 
result is a relatively flat demand across TOU periods. Requiring a 
greater differential between on-peak and mid-peak periods would 
likely defeat the purpose of the amendments and result in 
signifieantly less on-peak sales if the on-peak rates were raised 
in order to achieve the differential.\ On the other hand, lowering 
the mid peak and poss~ly off-peak rates in order to. achieve the 
differential would result insignificant loss of margin 
contribution from sales durinqthose periods. We conclude that the 

amendments satisfy the intent of this requirement. 
E. Conservation Options 

Edison mus.t present the euetomer a menu of conservation 
options during the negotiations for special contracts. The 
Commission has not yet acted on Edison's menu of· conservation 
options in I.86-10~OOl. SUch action"is not anticipated before the '. 
Fall of 1988. Since these amendments ter.minate October 2, 1988, 

the conservation options are not likely to be available in 
commission approved form before that., time, and certainly not in the 
planning time fralne of pre-summer of 1938:. TAMCO and . Air Products, 
represent that they would not consi~er conservation options at this 
time in lieu of these short term: amendments: due to. the' need for 
on-peak rate relief for the summer of 1988. 

NRDC has withdrawn its protest of these amendments, which , 

" ;", 
\" 'I 

, 

related to conservation options" agreeing· that such options are I 

probably not viable tor the short lead time.' and short duration o.f 
these agreements •. 

We agree and conclude that this requirement cannot 
practically :be. met at this-time'. However~'W'e . put Ed.ison on notice, 

, "I' ", 

that tuture applications will be caret~lly evaluated in this 
regard. • 
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Although the amendments do not exactly comply with all 
the requirements of 0.88-03-008, we believe that they fully satisfy 
the intent of the decision, of Resolution AIJ-159', anel the EAD 

procedure. The amendment rates could have been structured somewhat 
differently but the importance lies in the total effective rate, 
which results in appropriate contributions to margin that woulel not 
likely be realized but for these amendments. Edison estimates the 
contribution to marqin to be $132",'000 for the period of the TAMCO 
amendment based on the minimwn rat~ of 7¢/)(!.IIh,an'd full capacity on
peak operation. The corresponding estimated contribution for Air 
Products alnendment is $258::,000'. 

We also believe that the amendments have adequate 
provisions to proteet Edison's ratepayers in the event Edison 
experiences siC]ni,ficant cost increases in providing: the, energy. 
Edison's ratepayers should bene tit trom the contribution tomarqin 
resulting: from incremental sales under these amendments under 
reasonably toreseeable operatinq conditions.. 'Ir conditions arise 
Wherein the alternate rates cause TAMCC>' anel/or Air Procluets to 

• , I, • 

cease incremental on-peak purchases,,'Edison's ratepayers will be no 
worse off than, it the amenamentsdiel, not exist. We conclude that " : ' 
the alIlendments are reasonable anel shoulel' be approved. Al thouqh the' 
menu of conservation options is not practical due to the short, lead 
time and short duration of these amendments., we intend to fully 
consider those options in later tilings uncler the EAD procedure .. 
F. kRdit to BAlancing Account 

Edison is. required to, credit itsECAC account monthly,. 
and credit its other balancing: accounts to-' cover the incremental 
costs of proc1ucinq the energoysold ,under the ~end.ments. 
0.8;8-03-008 further requires' Edis,on to furnish the details of the 
system'and suqqested taritf revisions, it recommends to i:mplement 
this requirement., However r the Commission has. not yet. acted., on 
Edison's proposal in I .. 86-10~001'~ Since the Electr:ic Revenue , 
Adjustment Mechanism (ERAM) tor customers Wi th clemand over 1,. OOOMW 
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is not proposed to be discontinued until September l, 1988, Edison 
recommends that the balancing account system currently in effect as 
described in the Preliminary Stat~ment be used at least until the, 
Commission acts on its proposal. We agree and note that a request 
is pending in I.86-10-001 t~ extend the ~ for such customers 
until January 1, 1989. We will order Edison t~ use the existing 
system unless further order of the Commission in I.86-10-008 
changes it effective prior t~ october Z, 1988. If that happens, 
Edison is t~ follow the new procedure beginning with its effective 
date. 
Findings of FASCt 

1.. Edison filed these applications, under the EAD:' procedure 
requestin9 Commission approval o~,amendmentsthat :modi:fy existin9' 
contracts for eleetric serviee with TAMCO and Air Products. 

2. The EAD procedure originated under ResolutionAIJ~159 and, 
applied ,to contracts offered t~ avoid bypassing the utility's gas 
or electric system, or to prevent substantial reduction" ~f 
requirements by fuel switching., 

3. 0.88-03-008 allows incremental sales contracts t~ be 

filed under the EAD and provides further detail on filing 
requirements. 

4. The amendments would likely result ininereased on-peak 
sales to TAMCO' and' Air Products., 

5,. Increased on-peak sales will result in, significant 
contributions to· Edison's margin. 

6. The amendments contain .'provisions for rate increases if 
Edison's, costs of providing the energy increase significantly. 
Conclusions of Law 

l. The amendment. to the contract between Edison and 'l'AMCO is: 
reasonable and adequately' protects the 'interests of Edison's other': ' 
ratepayers. 
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2. The amendment to the contract between Edison and Air 
Products is reasonable and ade~ately protects the interests of 
Edison's other ratepayers. 

3. Because of the need for the amendments to' take effect on 
June S, 1988, the order should be effective immediately. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. The spot pricing amendment to' the existing contract for 

, electric service between Southern california Edison Company 
(Edison) ancl TAMCO is founcl to' be reasonable,. and that Eclison shall, 
creclit its Energy Cost Adjustment Clause, account monthly at the. 
appropriate rate for each kilowatt hour solcl uncler the spot pricing 
amendment. Similar credits shall. be made to, other balancing 
accounts as provided in the Preliminary Statement to cover the 
incremental costs O'f producing the' power sold uncler the spot 
pricing amendment., 

2. The spot pricing amendment' to the existing contract for 
electric service between Edison and' Air Products and Chemicals,. 
Inc. is found to- be reasonable,. and that Edison shall credit its 
Energy Cost Adjustment Clause account monthly at the appropriate 
rate for. each kilowatt hour sold>under the spot pricing amendment. 
similar. credits shall be made to other: balancing- accounts ,as 
provided in the Preliminary. Statement to cover the incremental 
costs of producing the power sold under the spot pricing- amendment • 
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3. If the Commission issues an order in Rulemakinq 
Proceeding I.86-10-001 changing the method ot booking the revenues 
and costs associated with special contracts effective before 
October 2, 1988, Edison shall adopt that method beginning on the 
effective date of the order. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated MAY 25 1988 , at San Francisco', California. 
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